YOUR SITUATION

A. Have a global suite of Oracle Applications
B. Have one or two Oracle Applications
C. Have other cloud applications, no Oracle
D. Want to connect existing apps to the Oracle Cloud
E. Just have questions about Oracle Cloud

Whatever your situation, we have the tools and strategies to help you modernize your business in the cloud...fast!

SERVICES for EVERY SITUATION

Know the best path to cloud just for you – it’s easy. Oracle experts are ready to help each step of the way.

For moving an existing Oracle Application (EBS, PSFT...) to the cloud - Ask Oracle Managed Cloud

For transitioning to Oracle Cloud - Oracle Consulting can help. Ask about Oracle Cloud Express

For ongoing education - Ask Oracle University

ALL CLOUD, or SOME CLOUD...WE HAVE A PATH FOR YOU

Thousands of companies rely on Oracle Cloud every day around the world.

Some take an “Enterprise” Cloud Path. Some adopt a single pillar such as HCM Cloud, or even a multi-pillar strategy such as HCM Cloud and ERP Cloud.

Others choose a “Pillar” Cloud Path. For instance, within our HCM Cloud, many start with just Talent Cloud to work seamlessly alongside their existing PeopleSoft apps. Others adopt both our Global HR Cloud and Talent Cloud. And then add Payroll later.
AVOID STAGNATION

Why move to the cloud? The cloud can truly transform the way you do business with customers, collaborate with partners, and communicate among employees.

This is why Oracle continually invests to offer a full suite of CRM, ERP and HCM Clouds, and extends its industry solutions to the cloud.

But without a proper cloud strategy, your company or organization could be on the road to stagnation. A modern business requires a modern cloud and a modern cloud strategy. It is not too late to get started.

REIMAGINE YOUR FUTURE IN MODERN CLOUD

Only Oracle has the most complete portfolio of modern cloud solutions to help your business reimagine its future. See how a complete cloud strategy can modernize your business. Oracle cloud experts help thousands of customers daily reimagine their business - saving them time, money and resources.

Oracle Cloud Services can provide the latest cloud information as you need it, making the process seamless - Oracle experts providing relevant business solutions for you...in the near term and the long term.

Imagine having Oracle cloud experts being a virtual knowledge extension of your team. You’ll never be "cloudy" on the cloud again.